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Abstract
Since the ISO26262 standard [1] was introduced in 2011 in the automotive industry the requirements
regarding functional safety are significantly increased, especially for semiconductor products. An
increased amount of semiconductor devices are used in safety-critical applications even with the
highest ASIL rating (ASIL D) by usage of homogenous redundancy of two separated products or two
silicon dies within one chip-package [2] [3].
In this paper a new product concept will be presented for an integrated linear Hall sensor fulfilling the
highest ASIL rating. The basic concept is to implement two redundant and diverse measurement paths
on one monolithic silicon die to achieve the functional safety requirements and the safety concept for
ASIL D requirements. Also the evaluation results based on laboratory measurements of the sensor
product on silicon level will be shown.
An overview of the main automotive applications will be presented, where this product will be used.
The main application for this product is the electronic power steering (EPS) application, where the
torque is measured via the magnetic field size and via a certain magnetic setup transferring this torque
into a magnetic field size and further converted to the corresponding digital output values of the linear
Hall sensor.
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Overview of Electronic Power Steering
Application (ASIL D)
Electric power steering uses an electric motor
to assist the steering of a vehicle. A sensor
detects the torque exerted on the steering
wheel by the driver and an electronic control
unit (ECU) applies assisted torque via the
motor, which connects to either steering gear or
steering column.
The following safety goals apply for the EPS
system:
-steering, ASIL D

for manual steering and thus a shutdown of the
steering assistance was considered a safe state
of the system.
This judgement is no longer accepted by most
OEMs, considering that the average driver will
most likely not be able to control a car in case
the steering assistance suddenly fails.

this requires from a safety point of view, only
the implementation of additional mechanisms
that provide sufficient steering assistance
functionality for a very limited amount of time.

Fault-Tolerant Electric Power Steering
systems
When EPS was introduced, the mechanical
connection between steering wheel and
steering bar was seen as a valid backup option
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Integrated Digital Linear Hall Sensor
Concept with Dual Measurement Paths

Fault - Tolerant

Limp - Aside

Fail - Safe

*

ECU

The main concept idea of this novel linear Hall
sensor with a digital output protocol is to place
at one single silicon die two redundant and
diverse measurement path to sense the same
magnetic physical quantity. Figure 2 is
illustrating the top level diagram of this linear
Hall sensor which is presented in this paper. All
necessary blocks are implemented in redundant
and in a diverse way. The power supply of the
two signal paths use different supply voltage
levels, the ADC is implemented differently and
also the digital temperature and stress
compensation is implemented in a diverse
manner. All single common blocks (oscillator,
digital part, EEPROM, Interface) contain
several internal safety mechanisms to achieve
the required ASIL rating. The clock-frequency
can be checked via the interface protocol, the
EEPROM contains error correction mechanism
and the data is protected by CRCs additionally
and the data transferred to the interface is
protected by individual independent cyclic
redundancy checks. To finally get enough
independence also external safety mechanisms
inside the connected ECU is used to finally
complete the ASIL D compliance. This concept
also provides the option to connect different
single-wire interfaces like PSI5 [6], SENT [4] or
SPC [5], which is an advantage when using a
low pin-count leaded package for engine
compartment applications.
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Fig. 1.
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Transition from Fail-Safe to Fault-Tolerant

limpsystems pose a major discomfort for the driver,
who would have to immediately take his vehicle
to the garage after occurrence of the failure,
more and more OEMs are now no longer
EPS system instead.
In order to enable such fault tolerant EPS
systems, the sensor modules of the system
have to provide not only ASIL D compliance,
but they even have to sustain ASIL D rating in
case of failure of one single failure. Thus, the
sensor module has to provide redundant ASIL
D compliance.
For fault-tolerance strategies, providing ASIL D
compliant sensor ICs on system level will be a
mandatory requirement for future OEM
platforms in EPS applications
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Fig. 2.

Top-level block diagram of a monolithic digital linear Hall sensor with two measurement path and a digital
output protocol [7]
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Package, Pin-Out and Interface
The linear Hall sensor has a digital output which
can support different output protocols such as
SPC [5], SENT [4] and PSI5 [6]. The linear Hall
sensor fits into a very small package and needs
only 3 pins. In case of PSI5 output the sensor
data is transmitted by current modulation on the

supply line, so only two wires are needed to
connect the linear Hall sensor. In case of SENT
or SPC interface type this sensor is operated in
-drai
configuration with configurable protocol and
timing parameters.
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Package drawing of ASIL D linear Hall sensor with a 3 pin digital output including connection possibilities

Overview of Internal and External Safety
Mechanism to achieve ASIL D Requirements
In the following chapter the most important
internal and external safety mechanism are
described to achieve the ASIL D requirements
on system level (SPFM 99% and LFM 90%)
[1].
The safety analysis (FTA, DFA and FMEDA)
showed, that several sensor failures have to be
detected on silicon level internally to prevent
white or gray areas on system level (for
instance failure of the internal supplies, if
undervoltage UV or overvoltage OV occur)
Tab. 1: Overview of the major internal safety
mechanism [7]:

Name of internal
safety mechanism
Input ADC range
check
Internal
ROM/EEPROM
and RAM check
Internal and
external supply
monitoring
Internal plausibility
checks between
path 1 and 2

Description
Check of all ADC input ADC
signals (e.g. Hall-,
temperature and stress
values)
Check of internal sensor
memory integrity via CRC
mechanism
Check UV and OV
conditions regarding internal
and external supplies
Perform internal plausibility
checks regarding
temperature and stress
measurement between path
1 and 2

The result of the safety analysis was to
implement
additional
external
safety
mechanism on the ECU level to detect faults on
system level. The following table shows the
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major external safety mechanism to reach des
ASIL requirements on system level:
Tab. 2: Overview of the major external safety
mechanism [7]:

Name of external safety
mechanism
EXT_SIGNAL_DIFF

EXT_PROTOCL_CHECKS

Description
This mechanism
checks the
difference between
the two output
signal values
Check external
digital output
protocol behavior
(e. g. CRC check
and timing of the
digital output
protocol)

The main external safety mechanism to achieve
the ASIL D requirements on system level is the
comparison
between
path
1
and
2
measurement output data of the sensor ASIC in
the ECU. A key parameter for the diagnostic
coverage is the remaining measurement
uncertainty which was investigated during the
development of this sensor system [8]. The
following chapter shows in detail how the
magnetic performance parameters (magnetic
sensitivity drift, offset-drift and the output noise
behavior over temperature and lifetime) are
achieved.
Overview of Verification Results
The following figures show the achieved
magnetic performance of this new linear Hall
sensor with improved analog and digital
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compensation
techniques
of
influencing
parameters to the Hall sensitivity [9] [10]. Fig. 4
shows the achieved sensitivity drift and Fig. 5
the offset drift versus junction temperature of
both implemented channels. Fig. 6 shows the
achieved and intentionally different noise
performance of both channels versus junction
temperature
because
of
diverse
implementation.

Fig. 4:

Magnetic sensitivity drift of sensing path 1 and 2 versus junction temperature

Fig. 5: Magnetic offset drift of sensing path 1 and 2 versus junction temperature

Fig. 6:

Magnetic noise at B=0mT of sensing path 1 and 2 versus junction temperature

Summary
In this paper an overview is shown how ASIL D
according ISO 26262 requirements on system
level (SPFM and LFM) with a dual
measurement path approach on monolithic
silicon die is achieved. For this purpose internal
and external safety mechanism are introduced.
During the safety analysis the main contributor
was identified to reach these targets, the
external signal comparison on system level in
the ECU. For this main external safety
mechanism, the magnetic performance of the
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presented Hall sensor was identified as key
factors, to fulfill the overall safety requirements
regarding ASIL D on system level.
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ADC
Analog to Digital Converter
ASIL
Automotive Safety Integrity
Level
DFA
Dependent Failure Analysis
DSP
Digital Signal Processor
EEPROM
Electric Erasable
Programmable Read Only Memory
EPS
Electric Power Steering
FIT
Failure in Time (1 FIT=10-9
fails per hour)
FMEDA
Failure Mode Effect and
Diagnostic Analysis
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